We show that the chiral Dirac and Majorana hinge modes in three-dimensional higher-order topological insulators (HOTIs) and superconductors (HOTSCs) can be gapped while preserving the protecting C2nT symmetry upon the introduction of non-Abelian surface topological order. In both cases, the topological order on a single side surface breaks time reversal symmetry, but appears with its time-reversal conjugate on alternating sides in a C2nT preserving pattern. In the absence of the HOTI/HOTSC bulk, such a pattern necessarily involves gapless chiral modes on hinges between C2nT -conjugate domains. However, using a combination of K-matrix and anyon condensation arguments, we show that on the boundary of a 3D HOTI/HOTSC these topological orders are fully gapped and hence 'anomalous'. Our results suggest that new patterns of surface and hinge states can be engineered by selectively introducing topological order only on specific surfaces.
Introduction. A defining aspect of topological phases of matter is the bulk-boundary correspondence: the predicted existence of gapless excitations on the boundary of a bulk insulating phase from the knowledge of the bulk electronic structure alone, irrespective of microscopic details at the boundary. Initially, it was believed that the bulk-boundary correspondence inevitably requires gapless surface excitations as long as system and boundary both respect the protecting symmetries of the bulk topological phase. For instance, it was thought that a threedimensional (3D) electronic topological insulator (TI), protected by time-reversal T and U(1) charge conservation symmetry would always host a surface Dirac fermion if T U(1) is respected. However, there is a distinct possibility [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] : the 3D TI surface can be fully gapped with T U(1) symmetry intact, if it hosts a long-range topologically ordered state [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , i.e., an intrinsically interacting phase with emergent fractionalized excitations. Thus, the complete bulk-boundary correspondence for a 3D TI states that a symmetry-preserving surface either carries a gapless Dirac fermion or the appropriate surface topological order (STO). Both these surface terminations cancel the bulk anomaly that arises from the E · B electromagnetic response, although only the former has been experimentally observed. As a corollary, the STO cannot be realized with the same symmetries in a purely 2D system. This generalized bulk-boundary correspondence also applies to other 3D topological phases such as Tsymmetric topological superconductors (TSCs) [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
A different type of topological bulk-boundary correspondence emerges in higher-order topological insulators and superconductors (HOTIs/HOTSCs) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . These bulk-gapped phases of matter carry topologically protected boundary modes on corners or hinges, instead of surfaces (in 3D). Such protection requires a spatial symmetry that maps between patches of the surface, making the interplay of topology and crystal symmetry [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] central to the study of HOTIs/HOTSCs.
In this Letter, we show how the higher-order bulkboundary correspondence generalizes when the possibility of STO is included. Specifically, we study 3D topological insulators and superconductors with chiral hinge modes -the HOTI/HOTSC analogs of integer quantum Hall states or p + ip superconductors. For concreteness, we consider the cases where these hinge modes are protected by a C 2n T symmetry, i.e., the product of a (2n)-fold rotation and time-reversal T , while T and C 2n are generically broken on their own. (Here n is a positive integer, and n ≤ 3 for any 3D space group). Nontrivial HOTI/HOTSC phases with these symmetries support chiral fermionic modes on each of 2n hinges in a C 2n -symmetric geometry with open boundary conditions in the rotation plane. Such phases have a Z 2 topological classification: while a single chiral fermionic mode is stable in the non-interacting limit, two chiral Dirac/Majorana modes on each hinge can be gapped out by pasting copies of the integer quantum hall phase with ν = ±1 (for the HOTI) or p±ip 2D topological superconductors (for the HOTSC) in alternating fashion on the surfaces while preserving C 2n T symmetry. Whereas no symmetry-preserving perturbation can gap out the ν = 1 chiral mode in the free-fermion limit in either case, it is natural to ask: can these modes be gapped while preserving symmetry in an interacting system?
We answer this question in the affirmative by constructing symmetry-preserving STOs that 'unhinge' the gapless modes on the HOTI/HOTSC surfaces. In the HOTI case, we are able to leverage the powerful Kmatrix formulation of coupled Luttinger liquids to show that the hinge is gapped. For the HOTSC we cannot use this method, but instead map the question to an auxiliary anyon condensation problem. We close with a discussion of why the resulting C 2n T STOs we construct are anomalous -in that they can be fully gapped only on the surface of a HOTI/HOTSC -and identify various directions for future work.
Higher order TI. -We begin by constructing a symmetry-preserving STO for of the C 2n T HOTI. Since we are discussing an insulator, in addition to C 2n T we must also impose U(1) charge conservation symmetry (implicit in the noninteracting classification [26] ), for otherwise the hinge could be simply gapped by depositing p ± ip superconductors on alernating surfaces. From general considerations we can infer several properties of the topological order required to gap the hinge mode. Each fermionic hinge mode carries U(1) electric charge q = +1 (in units of the electron charge e) and chiral central charge c − = 1. In order to respect C 2n T symmetry, we must impose an alternating pattern of topological order A and its T -conjugateĀ on adjacent side surfaces; however, the STO on the top/bottom surface (that we denote A T ) should preserve C 2n T . In order for the side STOs to cancel the contribution of the hinge, the Hall conductance σ . Thus, A,Ā must be chiral and non-Abelian. The same constraints emerge when constructing STO for TIs [5, 7] , where a close cousin of the Pfaffian topological order [42] [43] [44] known as the T -Pfaffian was constructed. Notably, as it has nonzero chiral central charge the T -Pfaffian necessarily breaks T when realized in a purely 2D system, but it can preserve T on the 2D surface of a 3D TI [7] .
A fully gapped surface termination for the HOTI can be constructed by taking the top/bottom STO A T to be the T -Pfaffian, and the side STO A to be the 2D T -breaking phase with chiral edge modes that has the same anyon content as the T -Pfaffian, andĀ the Tconjugate of A. To motivate this choice, we note that the free-fermion C 2n T HOTI emerges upon introducing T -breaking gaps (denoted m ± where the sign indicates that of the T -breaking) on alternating surfaces of a firstorder TI in a C 2n T -preserving manner (Fig. 1a depicts a C 2 T example). The top/bottom surfaces then each host a single 2D Dirac fermion. By imposing A T on the top/bottom surfaces we gap out the surface Dirac fermion while preserving C 2n T ; however, this introduces modes with |c − | = |q| = 1/2 on the top and bottom hinges between A T and m ∓ , that combine with the side hinges in a 'wire frame' pattern (Fig. 1b) . The edges between the T -Pfaffian and the time-reversal-breaking region m ± are respectively identical to those between its 2D analogues A,Ā and vacuum [5] . Accordingly, we may gap the top and bottom 2hinges by adding A,Ā to the m − and m + surfaces respectively, as this yields the necessary pattern of counterpropagating modes. Finally, the boundary between A,Ā oriented as in Fig. 1c carries c − = q = −1, which cancels the side hinge modes. [We can also shrink gapless top/bottom regions to a set of 1D chiral modes that slice across these surfaces, while preserving C 2n T . For n = 1 there is then just one chiral mode that encircles the sample, and the analysis is just that for the side hinge below. However for n > 1 the surface chiral mode pattern is more complicated. By introducing A T on the top surface we gap out the surface in an n-independent way, allowing us to consider any n.]
To verify the hinge gapping explicitly, we must review some properties of the T -Pfaffian and its 2D T -breaking analogues. These all have identical bulk anyon content, which is a subset of the product of topological quantum field theories (TQFTs) U(1) 8 × Ising with anyon types 1 j , ψ j (with j = 0, 2, 4, 6) and σ j (with j = 1, 3, 5, 7), and braiding and fusion rules derived from the direct product theory [45] . This is a spin TQFT [46] [47] [48] as it contains a charge 1 'transparent' fermion, ψ 4 that braids trivially with all the other particles, and can be identified with the physical electron. In conventional TQFTs, such particles are identified with vacuum, but this is precluded here as ψ 4 is a fermion. The vacuum of a spin TQFT should instead be viewed as 'graded' by fermion parity; this is equivalent to retaining only those anyons in U(1) 8 × Ising that braid trivially with ψ 4 , whose topological spins and U(1) charges are summarized in Table I . Any TQFT with these anyons is necessarily chiral, and therefore can be realized in a T -preserving manner only on the surface of a 3D TI, where it is termed the T -Pfaffian (our choice of A T ). On the 3D TI surface, T interchanges 1 2 ↔ ψ 2 and 1 6 ↔ ψ 6 , and squares to −1 on ψ 4 (as it must on a physical spinful electron); all other anyons are T -invariant. [49] While A T cannot have an edge with vacuum, it hosts chiral modes at 1D boundaries with T -breaking regions m ± on the TI surface. T -breaking TQFTs with identical anyon content can be realized in 2D with chiral edges to vacuum: these are the 2D analogues A,Ā of the TPfaffian. The edges all share the same Lagrangian [5] 
consisting of a chiral U(1) boson φ a and a counterpropagating chiral Majorana fermion ψ a , where ± denotes the sign of both c − and q. We label edge fields between A, A and vacuum by a = A,Ā, and those between the Tbreaking side surfaces m ± and A T by a = m ± . We now see that any top/bottom hinge is a 'composite' of the edges between A (orĀ) and vacuum, and between A T and m − (or m + ), and is hence described by L
, with s = ±. The two theories in each sum are mutually T -conjugate (i.e., acting with T on one yields the other), so c − = q = 0, and can always be gapped without breaking U(1) symmetry. At each side hinge, the bulk HOTI contributes a chiral mode
We next observe that the effective Lagrangian at a single side hinge (see Fig. 2a ) that includes the chiral modes from both the HOTI bulk and from A,Ā takes the form
The two Majorana modes therefore co-propagate with each other and with the hinge mode ϕ, but counterpropagate relative to the chiral boson fields φ A , φĀ. Therefore, we may combine ψ A , ψĀ into a single chiral Dirac fermion, that we then bosonize into a compact chiral neutral boson φ. This series of manipulations allows us to recast the edge in terms of a coupled Luttinger-liquid theory described by the K-matrix K = diag(1, −2, −2, 1) in the boson basis Φ := (φ, φ A , φĀ, ϕ) T , where the coefficients follow from Eqs. (1) and (2) . The U(1) electric charges of the boson fields are captured by the charge vector q = (0, 1, 1, 1)
T . The combined theory has a vanishing Hall conductance σ xy = q T K −1 q = 0, and since K has vanishing signature, the chiral central charge c − = sgn(K) = 0 as well. There is therefore no immediate obstruction (i.e., due to topologically-protected Hall or thermal Hall responses) to gapping these edge modes. In the Luttinger liquid theory, this is accomplished by adding terms of the form ∆L = i λ i cos T i Φ + α i and driving all the λ i to strong coupling. Here, the i are integer vectors that must satisfy two criteria determined by the K matrix and the charge vector in order to to be admissible [8, [50] [51] [52] . The first is that the combination of fields T i Φ corresponds to a local (i.e. bosonic) non-chiral operator in the edge theory, which translates to the condition
The second is that they are also charge neutral, and hence the resulting gapped phase preserves U(1) symmetry, which is true if
Additionally, if more than one term is present in ∆L, in order that both can be simultaneously satisfied and hence flow to strong coupling together, we require
A minimal solution to these equations is given by the pair 1 
The result is a fully gapped edge. Note that the pattern of STO was chosen to satisfy C 2n T -symmetry, each surface respects U(1) symmetry, and our gapping terms preserve U(1).
Higher order TSC. -We now consider the C 2n Tsymmetric HOTSC, that hosts an alternating pattern of c − = 1 2 Majorana hinge modes. In fact, as we can change the hinge chiral central charge in multiples of 1/2 by gluing p ± ip superconductors to alternating siide surface in a C 2n T -preserving manner, it suffices that c
In analogy with the HOTI, to construct an STO we should start with the 'parent' firstorder topological phase, namely the ν = 1 class DIII TSC, characterized by a single Majorana cone surface state in the free-fermion limit. However, the STO for this phase is complicated [23] . A simpler route is to recognize that only the parity of ν is relevant to the C 2n T -HOTSC, since the 'gluing' argument above changes ν → ν + 2 via a pure surface perturbation. So we can just as well consider a related C 2n T -HOTSC obtained by decorating the ν = 3 DIII first-order TSC with T -breaking domains m ± on side surfaces, yielding a chiral hinge mode with three Majoranas (|c − | = 3/2). The ν = 3 STO in class DIII is the SO(3) 6 TQFT, which may be viewed as the integer spin sector of the SU(2) 6 theory [16, 20] . Similar reasoning as in the HOTI case suggests that we should take this as the choice of topological order A T for the top/bottom surfaces, and then pattern its 2D T -breaking analogues A andĀ in a C 2n T -preserving fashion on the surface. It will be convenient to also glue three extra copies of p + ip superconductors in a C 2n T -preserving pattern on the side surfaces. We now show that the side hinge is gapped; then, by 'Kirchoff's law' for edge modes, we can infer that the top/bottom hinges are gapped. A single SO(3) 6 edge is described by a chiral Wess-Zumino-Witten theory with c − = 9/4, so the side hinge is more complicated and unlike the HOTI case cannot be rewritten in terms of chiral bosons. Therefore, we cannot use the K-matrix approach and need some other strategy to proceed. One route is via 'conformal embedding' [23] . Here we instead use anyon condensation to infer the edge structure.
We first impose periodic boundary conditions along the C 2n axis, to focus only on the alternating pattern of side STOs A,Ā. The question of gappability now reduces to (i) determining the hinge mode between time-reversal conjugate topological orders A,Ā, and (ii) showing that it can gap the hinge modes contributed by the combination of the bulk HOTI and the 3 additional p ± ip states decorating the side surfaces.
Step (i) may be further simplified by 'folding'Ā across the hinge which maps the the FIG. 2. Constructing symmetry-preserving gapped side surfaces of a C2nT -HOTI/HOTSC. (a) 2D STO A and its timereversal conjugateĀ are imposed on alternate surfaces, so that their edge modes combine with the hinge mode yield a fully gapped boundary; these are 2D analogues of a Tsymmetric STO AT that is a symmetry-preserving surface for the 'parent' first-order HOTI/HOTSC. (b) By 'folding' across the hinge, this can also be viewed as the process of condensing some subset of anyons in A × A to yield a chiral topological phase with no bulk anyons (C) whose edge mode then gaps out the hinge mode of the bulk HOTI/HOTSC. boundary between A andĀ to an edge between A × A and the vacuum (see Fig. 2b ). We can infer the minimal edge theory by condensing a maximal subset of anyons in the bulk of the folded theory A × A.
We first validate this approach for the HOTI, where we can check against the K-matrix calculation. We denote anyons in A × A by elements in the set 1 Table I ; we continue to label anyons in the second copy of A byĀ, to indicate their origin in A before folding). Following [7] , we perform a two-step condensation procedure. First, we condense the bosons 1
This confines all sectors in A×A in which the topological spin is not a good quantum number, leaving only the Abelian anyons 1
and the non-Abelian anyons σ A 1 σĀ 3 and σ A 1 σĀ 7 . Crucially, the non-Abelian anyon sectors split into two Abelian anyons each in the condensed theory. Therefore the condensed theory contains eight Abelian anyons, four of which are charge neutral while the remaining four carry charge +1 [45] . The neutral anyons correspond to the toric code topological order [12] . The charged anyons also correspond to a copy of the toric code that can be obtained from the neutral anyons by fusing with the physical electron ψ A 4 . In the second step, we condense the 'e'-particle in the charge-neutral copy of the toric code. This gaps out the entire theory except for 1
The surviving sectors correspond to a bulk theory whose edge hosts a single chiral fermionic mode with unit U(1) charge (since c − = 1 is unchanged by condensation), which we can then use to gap the counter-propagating hinge mode from the bulk HOTI [45] . Note that no additional surface decorations were needed in this case.
We now turn to the HOTSC case where A corresponds to the SO(3) 6 TQFT. This model contains four anyons labeled j = {0, 1, 2, 3} with topological spin {+1, +i, −i, −1} respectively. On the surface of the 3D class DIII TSC, this TQFT admits a time-reversal symmetric realization wherein T exchanges the anyons j = 1 and j = 2, leaves j = 0 invariant, and squares to −1 on j = 3, which is identified with the physical spin-1/2 electron. As in the HOTI case we label the anyons in the folded theory A × A (equivalent to operators on the hinge/domain wall between A andĀ) by (j A , jĀ) ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} × {0, 1, 2, 3}. A × A contains four mutually local bosons with labels {(00), (33) , (21), (12)}. Condensing these four bosons confines all the remaining anyons except for {(03), (30) , (11), (22)}. In the condensed theory these are all fermions and may be identified with a single fermionic sector, which we denote f. It is straightforward to verify [45] that f is local i.e it braids trivially with itself, and that it is neutral. Therefore the domain wall between A andĀ reduces to a local neutral fermion with chiral central charge c − = 9 2 (which follows as of c − is unchanged by condensation). We combine this with the 9 non-interacting Majorana modes (3+3 from p ± ip SCs decorating adjacent side surfaces, and 3 from the ν = 3 HOTSC bulk) to fully gap the side hinge.
Discussion. -We have shown that it is possible to realize a fully-gapped C 2n T -preserving STO for a HOTI/HOTSC. We can view this as the generalized higher-order bulk-boundary correspondence. There are various ways to see that the STOs are anomalous and cannot be realized in strictly 2D. For instance, imposing STO only on the top surface (Fig. 1b) yields a pattern of chiral modes that is impossible on any orientable 2D manifold, but is consistent on a HOTI surface because of the hinges. Similarly, if we consider the C 2n T -preserving alternating pattern of T -breaking orders on the side surfaces only (with, e.g. periodic boundary conditions along the rotation axis), we see that in strictly 2D these would host gapless modes at every hinge between adjacent surfaces, but these are exactly canceled by those from the bulk when the same pattern is realized on the 3D HOTI/HOTSC side surface. The latter example also gives us insight into the nature of the C 2n T -preserving gapless surface state present on the top/bottom surfaces of the HOTI: by gapping only the side surfaces with STOs with open boundary conditions along the rotation axis, we see that the top and bottom surfaces host a chiral Dirac/Majorana in their 2D bulk, but also a characteristic C 2n T -preserving pattern of edge modes (Fig. 1d) . The nature of this unusual surface warrants further study. We also observe that the 'wire frame' surface obtained by imposing STO only on the top/bottom surfaces is a 'beam splitter' that divides an essentially non-interacting chiral mode into two symmetric components, each of which can only emerge in interacting systems. Such junction structures, which are natural with the reduced symmetry of HOTIs/HOTSCs, offer a promising line of investigation.
Our work readily generalizes to other higher order symmetry protected topological phases (HOSPTs) with a similar protecting symmetry, including those with no free-fermion analog. For instance, we may construct a bosonic C 2n T -HOSPT by starting with the bosonic analog of the class DIII TSC [1] and perturbing it with timereversal breaking in a C 2n T -preserving manner. Building on the analysis of the 'root' first-order TI, we argue that the relevant STO for the HOTSC is obtained (in the notation introduced above) by choosing A T to be the "3-fermion Z 2 " state [2] that cancels the bulk anomaly of the first-order DIII TSC and A,Ā to be its T -breaking 2D analogues. Further extensions of these ideas to other HOSPTs, such as second-order SPTs protected by inversion [53] , and third-order 3D SPTs with gapless corner modes, are interesting avenues for future work.
Acknowledgements. In this appendix we describe the edge condensation procedure [54] [55] [56] between time-reversal conjugate topological orders A andĀ. By a folding trick [57] , the domain wall between A andĀ is equivalent to the domain wall between A × A and the vacuum. More generally, folding reverses the orientation of a topological order. In euclidean topological quantum field theory (TQFT) different orientation reversing transformations such as time reversal and reflection may be treated on an equal footing as they are equivalent upto orientation-preserving transformations that act trivially on the theory. Since for both the higher-order topological insulator (HOTI) and higher-order topological superconductor (HOTSC), the surface topological order is chiral, the domain wall cannot be completely gapped. However as we will show, it is possible to condense a maximal subset of operators corresponding to bosonic and mutually local bulk anyons within A × A, such that the edge/domain wall hosts a single chiral Dirac (resp. Majorana) mode when A corresponds to the surface topological order for HOTIs (resp. HOTSCs).
Before describing the details of the condensation process for different choices of A, we outline some generalities. There is a well established relationship between TQFTs in 2D and rational conformal field theories (CFTs) in 1D. An important fact that underlies this correspondence is that line operators in the TQFTs and conformal blocks of the chiral algebra of the rational CFTs both separately give rise to an algebraic structure known as a modular tensor category (MTC) [14, 58, 59] . This relationship begets a correspondence between bulk anyon condensation and edge condensation that we shall exploit. The condensation procedure may be briefly outlined as follows [54] [55] [56] . First one identifies a set of objects to condense in the MTC that are bosonic (have integer topological spin) and mutually local (trivial Smatrix). Let us denote this set of anyons as B. Any two objects a 1 and a 2 that satisfy a 1 ∈ B × a 2 are identified in the condensed theory, where the product '×' corresponds to fusion in the MTC. If there exist such anyons a 1,2 with unequal topological spins, they get confined in the condensed theory. Finally, if a appears in B × a with multiplicity N , then a splits into N + 1 objects in the condensed theory. Following this procedure one can obtain the objects within the condensed theory as well as all the additional data that goes into defining the condensed theory as an MTC.
An equivalent algebraic recipe to study various condensations within anyon models was developed in Ref. 56 . We briefly describe it here for a condensation from topological order A×A to a topological order U. Let the modular matrices corresponding to A × A and U be denoted by (S, T) and (S,T) respectively. Then one seeks a nonnegative integer-valued symmetric square matrix M with M 11 = 1 which commutes with S and T. Given M, there is a decomposition M = nn T , such that t → a n a,t a provides us with the lifting map from U to A × A, where t ∈ U and a ∈ A × A. The topological data of U is constructed by solving forS andT using
where a ∈ A × A, t ∈ U and the normalization q = a n a,1 d a ensures that the the vacuum of the condensed theory has unit quantum dimension.
Strictly speaking the topological orders appearing on the surface of both the HOTI and the HOTSC are not described by MTCs. This is because both these models contain a local fermion (ψ 4 in the T -Pfaffian and j = 3 in the SO(3) 6 anyon model) and by definition each anyon/object that is not isomorphic to the vacuum within an MTC can be detected non-locally by at least one other object (or by itself) via a braiding operation. Since the aforementioned fermion is not detectable by braiding operations, in an MTC it should be identified with the vacuum; however, this is not possible because the vaccum is bosonic. Anyon models such as T -Pfaffian or SO(3) 6 are examples of super-MTCs [46] : A super-MTC is a pre-modular tensor category with the property that there is a single (upto isomorphism) non-trivial object f, which is a local fermion, i.e., it has topological spin −1 and trivial braiding with all other anyons. For our purposes this distinction between MTCs and superMTCs will not be very important as we will be able to extract the desired properties of the condensed theory using the tools of anyon condensation for MTCs summarized above.
Edge condensation on the surface of HOTI Let us consider the domain wall between two adjacent topological orders A andĀ on the surface of a C 2n Tsymmetric HOTI. As discussed in the main text, A is the anyon model corresponding to the T -Pfaffian which contains a subset of the anyons in Ising × U(1) 8 . We denote the objects within the theory A × A by a subset of elements in the set
where 1, ψ and σ label Ising anyons while j ∈ Z 8 labels the U(1) 8 anyons. The anyons in A are a subset of the 24 anyons in Ising × U(1) 8 such that the 1's and ψ's come with even j's mod 8 while the σ's come with odd j's mod 8. The modular S and T-matrices and fusion rules of the T -Pfaffian model are inherited from the parent models which are well-known. For the Ising-model, the fusion rules are
while the modular S and T matrices are
For the U(1) 8 model, the fusion rules are j 1 × j 2 = j 1 + j 2 mod 8, while the modular S and T-matrices are
Within the T -Pfaffian model, the U(1) 8 sectors are charged such that the anyon j carries a j/4 charge in units of e. Therefore in order for the fusion rules to be satisfied, there needs to be an underlying charge 2e condensate. Indeed, this is how the T -Pfaffian model was originally motivated for the surface of the TI [6] . First, consider opening a gap on the TI surface by breaking charge U(1) symmetry via a charge 2e-condensate induced by proximity to an s-wave superconductor. Since the goal is to construct a gapped symmetry-preserving surface, we must restore U(1) symmetry while leaving the surface gap closed. One route to this is to condense vortices of the superconductor. The underlying bulk topological response places constraints on the vortices that can be condensed: vortices with 2πn flux with n odd always host a zero-energy T -invariant Majorana Kramers doublet in the vortex core. Naively there does not seem to be any obstruction to condensing the 4π-flux vortex. However as argued in Ref. 6 this is precluded by the fact that the bulk E · B electromagnetic response of the TI leads to an effective Chern-Simons term for the surface theory that gives the 4π flux vortices fermionic self-statistics. This can also be seen via a Berry phase computation in the U(1)-broken the surface theory. Therefore the minimal condensable vortex is the bosonic 8π flux vortex, and upon condensation this leads to the U(1) 8 topological order.
A priori, a domain wall between the 2D analogue A of the T -Pfaffian and its time-reversal conjugateĀ hosts a chiral conformal field theory such that each of the objects in Eq. (4) represents a conformal character. These conformal characters are well-known quasiperiodic functions of the modular parameter on a torus [59] [60] [61] that reproduce Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) 
which for brevity we shall shorten to
Crucially, σ A 1 σĀ 3 and σ A 1 σĀ 7 split into two objects in the condensed theory, each of which is Abelian. More precisely σ A 1 σĀ 3 splits into two Abelian anyons, each with charge e and topological spin −1 while σ A 1 σĀ 7 splits into two Abelian anyons each carrying charge 2e ∼ 0 and with topological spin +1. We denote the split sectors as
The eight particles in the condensed theory are listed, along with their charges, in Table II . The fusion rules of the surviving sectors are inherited from the parent theory A × A. Notably the charge-neutral sectors form a fusion subalgebra (i.e. form a closed subset under fusion) given by
The S-matrix of this theory can be obtained by using the Ribbon formula
For example, it can be read off that the pairs of anyons (α 1 , α 2 ), (α 1 , ψ 0 ) and (α 2 , ψ 0 ) are mutual semions. Therefore the fusion and braiding of the neutral anyons is equivalent to that of the toric code topological order.
In fact upon compiling all the topological data, the condensed theory can be identified as a tensor product of the Z 2 -toric code with a local fermion {1, f}. The anyons may be labelled by elements in the set 1 0 , e 0 , m 0 , f 0 ×{1, f}. The toric code sectors are charge neutral whereas the fermion f carries electric charge 1. The identification with the anyons in Table II is
Finally we use the fact that chiral central charge is conserved in a condensation transition, therefore it can be read off that f is a fermion with electric charge e and chiral central charge c − = 1, i.e., a chiral Dirac fermion. In this Section we consider the surface of a C 2n T symmetric HOTSC. In particular, we focus on a single hinge between topological orders A andĀ where A corresponds to the SO(3) 6 anyon model [62] which can be obtained from the SU(2) 6 model by discarding all the half-integer representations. More precisely, the SU(2) 6 model contains 7 anyons labelled as j ∈ {0, 
The fusion rules
are related to the S-matrix via the Verlinde formula [63] . The j = 0 anyon is a boson and corresponds to the vacuum sector while the j = 3 anyon is fermionic. In going from SU(2) 6 to SO(3) 6 , all the anyons that braid nontrivially with j = 3 have been discarded. Therefore the SO(3) 6 model contains four objects labelled j = 0, 1, 2, 3. With this, SO(3) 6 contains a local fermion and is a super-MTC. The chiral central charge of SO (3) 6 is c = 9/4. The edge theory for the SO(3) 6 topological order can be obtained as a quotient of the su(2) 6 -Wess-Zumino-Witten model. Having introduced the topological data and edge CFT corresponding to the SO(3) 6 anyon model, we now turn to the anyon condensation within two copies of the model. We label sectors within the tensor product SO(3) 6 × SO(3) 6 by tuples (jj ) ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} × {0, 1, 2, 3}. It is also straightforward to take a tensor product for the rest of the data defining the model. There are a total of 16 anyon sectors, four of which (i.e., {(00), (12) , (21), (33)}) are bosonic and mutually local. Therefore these form a maximal set of condensable anyons. It can be shown explicitly that upon condensing all of the above bosons the fermions {(03), (30) , (22), (11) } are identified into a single sector while the remaining anyons are confined. It is illustrative to carry out this condensation procedure in two steps. First we condense the Abelian boson (33) . Upon doing so, pairs of anyons combine into single sectors. There are a total of eight sectors. Of these, (00) ∼ (33) and ( 
The chiral central charge c − = 9/2 can be read off from the pre-condensed theory and is twice the chiral central charge of the SO(3) 6 anyon model. The chiral central charge of the HOTSC hinge is only stable modulo integers as one can always add/ remove two chiral majorana hinge modes (i.e c − = 1) by pasting p ± ip phases on adjacent surfaces in a C 2n T -symmetric manner. Consequently a single chiral majorana hinge mode that is stable in the weakly interacting regime can be unhinged by the chiral fermion f without breaking C 2n T -symmetry.
C2nT symmetric HOSPT
As we noted in our conclusions, our approach can be readily adapted to study various surface terminations of interacting bosonic HOSPTs with C 2n T symmetry. As an illustration we present one such construction here. We can construct C 2n T HOSPT by starting from a 3D T -symmetric bosonic symmetry-protected state (SPT). We focus on a particularly simple example: the so-called "bosonic topological superconductor", protected by timereversal symmetry T (with T 2 = 1 as appropriate to a bosonic system.) The term superconductor is appropriate because the system does not need to satisfy U (1) charge conservation. This phase was conjectured via field-theoretic arguments in Ref. 1 and given an explicit lattice construction via a Walker-Wang model in Ref. 2 . Despite its simplicity, this phase lies outside the "group cohomology" classification of bosonic SPTs. Instead, it motivates a distinct perspective on SPTs based on the mathematical framework of cobordism theory [64, 65] .
When placed on a manifold with boundaries, the bosonic TSC hosts a gapless surface, whose properties are best characterized for our present purposes by the fact that it exhibits a half-quantized bosonic thermal Hall effect (upon breaking T ). It is useful to clarify this statement further. It is known that the thermal Hall conductance of any purely bosonic 2D system without fractionalized bulk excitations is forced to be quantized as κxy T = 8n with n ∈ Z and in units of π 2 k 2 B /3h, where n = 1 case is realized by the Kitaev E 8 state [14] , an invertible topological order [66] with 8 chiral bosons at the edge. If we break T symmetry on the bosonic TSC surface, a domain wall between opposite T -breaking regions necessarily traps a set of chiral bosonic modes with chiral central charge c − = 8. Since the two domains are linked by T -symmetry, they can each be assigned 'half' the E 8 edge, and hence a surface with a single T -breaking domain can be viewed as having a 'half-quantized' thermal Hall effect of bosons.
To build the HOTSC we break the full combination of time reversal and rotation symmetry about a certain axis to a subgroup C 2n T . This symmetry pins the T -breaking domain wall to the hinges, which thus carry E 8 -chiral modes in a C 2n T symmetric pattern. Since the simplest non-fractionalized 2D state of bosons is T -breaking and has c − = 8, any non-fractionalized surface termination that preserves C 2n T can only change the hinge central charge in units of ∆c − = 16n, so that without fractionalization the hinge mode is globally stable as long as C 2n T is preserved. We have thus constructed a C 2n T 'bosonic HOTSC'. Note that a very similar similar construction of a bosonic point-group SPT protected by rotation/mirror symmetries was provided in Ref. [37] .
Next, we ask what C 2n T -symmetric surface topological order can absorb the E 8 hinge modes. We return to the first-order case, and observe that its symmetrypreserving surface topological order (STO) A T is the "three-fermion Z 2 toric code" topological order, which has the correct anomaly [1, 2] to match the bulk response. Following our successful strategy in the HOTI/HOTSC cases, we propose placing A T on the top/bottom surfaces, and pattern alternating sides with A andĀ that we take to be the 2D T -breaking analogues of A T . We now briefly summarize the properties of these 'three fermion toric code' topological orders. The bulk anyon content is common to all three theories A T , A andĀ and is given by the SO (8) 
The theory has four anyons, whose fusion rules are analogous to the Z 2 toric code with the exception that the e and m particles are fermionic -hence its name. We label the particle types as 1 A , f A i where i = 1, 2, 3 (and all the f A i are fermions). Time reversal does not permute the anyons, and squares to identity on all three anyons. While the time-reversal invariant theory A T can only realized on the surface of a 3D bosonic TSC, A andĀ can be realized in 2D, in which case they have a chiral edge to vacuum described by the K-matrix (17) with chiral central charge c − = 4 -precisely one half of that bound to the hinge of our 2D bosonic HOTSC.
We now demonstrate that the side hinges are indeed gapped by this construction. To analyze the hinge, it suffices to simply consider the folded theory A × A which has sixteen anyons labelled by elements in the set 1
A , f . Precisely in analogy to the construction of gapped surfaces for HOTI and HOTSC, one obtains a completely gapped surface termination for the bosonic HOTSC constructed above.
For completeness, we provide a complementary analysis using the conceptually simpler but more tedious approach based on chiral Luttinger liquids. The hinge contains degrees of freedom contributed by the topological order A andĀ as well as the 'E8-hinge mode' contributed by the bulk HOSPT. Altogether the hinge is described by a chiral Luttinger liquid with matrix 
As before this theory may be gapped by adding terms of the form ∆L = Note that there is no U(1) symmetry charge to consider here so we only need to consider the compatibility of the different gapping vectors.
